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Browse privately without entries at all. We will also cut trackers from web pages for additional protection. Want more? Add a password or fingerprint lock to private tabs. All the best free apps you want on your Android SHAREit - Connect - Transfer Send your files quickly and easily Transfer files and share Hacks apps for this online battle game Alternative
market for Android An indispensable app to support your apps is updated Get a foot in your favorite video games Edit apps and customize them as you want the first few months of the smartphone is a joy for the user because the device runs very fast and smoothly, but from a time when that feeling is lost. After a few months, the device is filled with useless or
duplicated files, thousands of photos that catch up with places and apps you haven't opened in months. All this causes the system to be slower and slower. Fix files that slow down your smartphone after only a few months. Apps such as the famous Clean Master or Turbo Cleaner, also full and efficient, allow you to do a quick and complete cleaning of your
smartphone to restore its initial proper operation. Turbo Cleaner Settings If you download APK from this app, the user will find three kinds of analytics that can speed up your Android smartphone or tablet: Boost Memory: a tool that reduces RAM consumption by eliminating background processes that are not needed. Clean Cache: Resolves unnecessary files
that remain after you install programs, deletes duplicate files, and removes programs that are no longer required to restore hard disk space. Cool Processor – Phone: Apps require a lot of resources to run that overheat the phone process. This means it can rest, cooling it from 30 seconds to one minute to resume normal operation. In addition, this analysis
tool allows you to save baterie with the same option that reduces the use of RAM. That is, closing processes in the background that are spent on hardware. With a very simple and intuitive design and with a weight that barely reaches 3MB, this app becomes essential for a smartphone or tablet to run again on the first day. The Speed Booster (Cleaner) allows
you to optimize the performance of your device and restore space for archiving files. It is a very functional application, of excellent quality and completely free. Keep your device in the top shapeDU Speed Booster (Cleaner) is a feature-rich set divided into different categories available from the interface home screen. Under Acceleratan quickly optimize your
device by freeing up RAM. You can also view a list of programs that are running automatically and disable unnecessary programs. The garbage cleaner frees up space on your Android by eliminating unnecessary archives such as temporary files, cache, etc. DU Speed Booster (Cleaner) also allows you to run a speed test to test the performance of your
Internet connection by analyzing the download speed to the server, from the server, as well as ping. It also includes a history of tests and an interesting feature to compare your results with the results of other users around the world. App Manager for DU Speed Booster (Cleaner) includes a different submenus: Remove, which removes applications that are
no longer in use and shows the installation date and takes up space for each one. For its part, the APK manager finds APK files downloaded to the device. You can then decide to selectively remove them - and thus restore the space - or install one or more APKs. Through Move to SD Card, you can move the app to a memory card, while the Top Free menu
will give you some interesting apps to download for free. The security menu from DU Speed Booster (Cleaner) includes an antivirus that scans the system for possible malware and a permissions manager that shows the permissions requested by each of the apps installed on your Android.Game Booster optimizes the device's resources for playful use. It
frees up RAM when you want to run the game and turns off apps in the background to allocate as many resources as possible for video games. Beautiful to see, it is convenient to useDU Speed Booster (Cleaner) has a very ergonomic interface and exciting design. The information is understandable and well visible and even less experienced users will know
how to find themselves careless between many of the suite's features. On the home screen, you'll have access to all the features of the app: Accelerator, Garbage Cleaner, App Manager, Speed Test, Security and Battery Saver (this feature, however, will direct you to Google Play to run the app download). One of the best optimization apps Speed Booster
(Cleaner) is an excellent software to optimize and maintain the conditions of your device. It offers many features and includes antivirus. Moreover, it is so intuitive that it adapts to the needs of experts or non-experts. End more than a valid alternative to a classic pure master or advanced mobile care. A smaller version of the Facebook app Official Facebook
Messenger app Find your friends on Facebook from your Android smartphone Legally download music, movies and applications A market alternativo para Android Prueba las DPC de cualquier aplicacion App para usar OGYoutube Appliquip from Google Consigue nuevas ventajas jugando a tus videojuegos favoritos The Google Play Store is hegemonic on
Android , but is not always the perfect solution. Here's our pick of the best alternative app stores in the Google Play Store that we recommend. To install apps on an Android smartphone, the vast majority of users go through the Google Play Store. However, the Google Store isn't the only one offering apps and games on Android, and there are real
alternatives. The freedom left on Android makes it possible to volume without Google services. These alternatives make it possible not to transfer more personal data to the giant, pay better to developers or find apps not found in the Play Store. They are also essential for Android devices that don't have access to the Google Store and could prove important if
the brand loses its Android license and its smartphones lose access to the Google Play Store. However, it is important to look at sources of trust to avoid unpleasant surprises. Fortunately, there are solid alternatives: Amazon Appstore F-Droid XDA Labs Modest APK Package Mirror Samsung Galaxy Store, Huawei AppGallery... There are alternatives you've
probably heard of: Aptoide, APKPure or UpToDown. However, we do not recommend their use. First of all, some offer illegal apps that don't pay developers, but there are also apps or mods that could pose a danger to your smartphone or tablet. This does not mean that all apps in these stores are illegal or dangerous, but the added value is not enough to
justify the risk. Let's take a closer look at our selection of the best alternatives to the Google Play Store. Amazon Appstore: Another giant launched in 2011, Amazon Appstore is the first of the Google Play store alternatives. This store is installed by default on Amazon Kindle devices, but is also available for any Android device. Like Google, the giant returns
70% of the revenue generated through payments in its store to developers and therefore retains 30%. This store requires an Amazon account, especially to manage app purchase deadlines. Note that Amazon offers its own virtual currency, Amazon that it can be used for in-app and gaming purchases, often with interesting discounts. This store's approach at
short notice is the same as Google's, and it's ultimately that could be blamed on Amazon Appstore. It's definitely the best alternative in apps, and no doubt the most popular alternative, but it's like Google's classic store, which collects a 30% commission and is owned by the tech giant we know how to google, recover information about its customers. Plus: the
well-known and resurrecting brand's wide selection of Les apps and games cons: no real advantages over the Google Play Store Download Amazon AppStore F-Droid: the open source F-Droid app store is another pretty popular app catalog, though little known to the general public. This project exclusively hosts free open source programs. His philosophy is
also similar to the Linux repositorial, with deposit management as sources of application origin. This means that you can add different sources of F-Droid applications, which therefore will not follow the same rules. F-Droid also allows you to share apps with people around you without going through an internet connection, which can be convenient abroad in
particular. Offering only free and open programs on its official repository, F-Droid obviously doesn't have the largest directory possible. On the other hand, there are some apps banned by Google in its Play Store, such as NewPipe. Plus: free and open apps are a simple interface that essentially goes to access apps banned from the Play Store, no need to
register with a Les minus account: an editorial line that limits the Download F-Droid XDA Labs directory: a friend of independent developers If you've already set up your smartphone's ROM, or you've rooted it , you've probably fallen at some point on the XDA-Developers forums. It's just the world's largest community of developers and hackers specializing,
particularly on Android devices. The site has launched the XDA Labs app, which allows you to first access its forums, but also to the app catalog. XDA emphasizes that it gives 100% of revenue to developers and therefore does not apply the 30% commission practiced by Apple and Google. The store supports the ability to deploy beta apps to more impatient
ones who want to test the changes first. XDA obliges, we find basically applications to customize or configure your smartphone settings. The store emphasizes the fact of permission of any type even those rejected by Google. Plus: Full revenue redistribution for app access developers banned from Play Store Les minus: Download XDA Labs Humble Bundle:
Humble Bundle Charity Game Store is a video game distribution platform that takes its name from the fact that games sold as temporary packages, packages and players can redistribute some of the money to charity. More than $130 million has been reallocated since the platform was created. The site is best known for allowing users to choose their own
purchase prices, knowing that packages are often cut into multiple tiers. While the platform was primarily about initially computer games, Humble Bundle offers gaming packages for Android quite regularly. The platform offers a fairly simple app for Android, which allows you to find purchases related to your account, but also receive notifications when
releasing new packages. Note that Humble Bundle offers more and more music and e-books, often associated with video games or digital deals. This content is also available from the app. Plus: Buying games at a user-set price redistributing to Les less charities: a must-pass through the website to order pretty basic app packets Visit the Humble Bundle APK
Mirror To download apps without going through the Play Store, there's another solution, a sideload. It's just a matter of installing apps by downloading your package directly in APK format without going through the app store. To find free app packages legally and be sure they won't contain malware, the best solution is the APKMirror site. It's a good way to
access apps that aren't compatible with your device in the Play Store, or are only available in certain countries. APKMirror contains only free programs. Finally, please note that the app installed by this method can update the Play Store very well. Plus: Access to apps available exclusively overseas, access banned apps from the Play Store downloading new
versions from the start of their rollout don't need to be logged with a Les minus account: reserved for users a little more experienced Visit Huawei's APK Mirror AppGallery: a new private Play Store contender, Huawei had no other choice, hence go the extra mile to develop its AppGaller, the official app store found on Huawei and Honor smartphones by
default. The brand wants to push developers to build versions of their apps Google. It's probably the phone giant with the greatest strength to be able to do that. Plus: Google Independent Apps Verified Apps Less: Download Huawei AppGallery Samsung Galaxy Store, Xiaomi Mi Store, etc. Some brands, such as Samsung or Xiaomi, offer their own app store
directly on their smartphones alongside the Google Play Store. In general, these blinds are of little interest, it needs to be acknowledged, but they can present good alternatives for those who absolutely wish to avoid providing information to Google. In addition, these stores have the merit of being fairly orderly, being minimally safe and paid developers.
Moreover, with manufacturers' desire to break free from the Yoke of Google, we need to see more and more competitiveness on their part in the coming year. We've already seen this, for example, with Samsung negotiating temporary exclusivity in its store at the fortnite launch. Plus: Store already installed on your smartphone Apps checked There may be
exclusives Les less: Interest is often limited Mediocre Choice One does not interfere with the other As seen, there are several alternatives to the Google Play store. However, keep in mind that using one of these alternatives does not involve deactivating or deleting the Play Store. Android allows multiple stores to coexist on the same device, so there's no
reason to limit yourself to one or two solutions. For example, you can imagine installing free apps using F-Droid and buying games through Humble Bundle while continuing to update Google apps through the Play Store. How to set up an alternative App Store store stores aren't available in the Google Play Store, it's the main obstacle to taking them. Their
publishers offer to download them as APK packages on their official website. The APK file must then be installed on the device to access the store. To learn how to install an APK file, the easiest way is to follow our full guide on this. In a nutshell, you should allow the application to be installed from unknown sources (i.e., not from the Play Store) in your
device settings, and then open the file from File Explorer, which will then trigger the installation. Installation.
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